Class 102 – Crafts
Coordinator: Bev Rashleigh (705-302-1867)
Prizes: 1st - $4.00, 2nd - $3.00, 3rd - $2.00, 4th - $1.00
Ages 3 to 4
1. Draw and colour a picture of a balloon.
2. Draw a picture with “chicken or duck” 8 ½” x 11”
3. Outline your hand and decorate picture using craft materials 8 ½” x
11”
4. Create a cotton ball “chicken or duck” on paper 8 ½” x 11”
Ages 5 to 7
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Draw and colour a picture of “chicken or duck” on 8 ½” x 11” paper
Create a home-made piggy bank made from recycled materials
Create and decorate “chicken or duck” from a water bottle
Draw and colour a Fall picture
Create a turtle from a paper plate (paint, crayon, marker, etc.)
Decorate an old pair of sunglasses
Create a Bird Feeder from recycled materials

Ages 8 to 10
12. Create a Birthday card 5” x 7” maximum
13. Create a mask from natural materials found outside
14. A model tractor or car, made from LEGO 4” minimum - 10” maximum
Ages 11 to 12
15. Create, draw and colour a cartoon figure
16. Create an original Coat of Arms for the Coldwater Fall Fair
17. Create a picture of fireworks on black paper 8 ½” x 11”. Additional
materials acceptable (glitter, sequins, paint, markers, etc.)
18. Create a seed picture using different kinds seeds (16” x 16”
maximum)
Ages 13 to 14
19. Inuksuk 8” to 12” maximum made from rocks (clear glue gun, glue
works great)
20. Design a transportation vehicle from the future
21. Create your own Sponge Bob using sponges, decorate
22. Create anything completely made from duct tape
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Open Class – Any Grade May Enter
23.
24.
25.
26.

Create a tie dye T-shirt
Create a Video Game cover 8” x 8” maximum (computer generated)
Handmade Christmas Wreath
Create a Fall door decoration
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